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Abstract 
 
The popularity of mobile devices is founded on information 
consumption. As device capabilities increase and displays become 
more detailed, the demands of text rendering are also increasing. 
 
The aim of this talk is to provide a detailed overview of the 
problem domain of font rendering, why GPU font rendering 
methods are now an important consideration and how we can 
leverage existing hardware pipelines to provide fast, clean and 
scalable on-screen typography. 
 
CR Categories: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: GPU Graphics— 
Font Rendering I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Mobile Graphics—
Text Rendering; 
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1  Introduction 
 
Considering the huge advances in the capabilities of graphics 
hardware over the last 10 years, the amount of research that has 
been performed into how this modern hardware can be used to 
accelerate the display of fonts and text has been 
disproportionately sparse. This however is starting to change. In 
this talk we will examine some of the traditional font rasterization 
methods that have been used since the days of photo mechanical 
typesetting and how these methods translate into modern font 
rendering, particularly on mobile devices. 
 
We will review the popular methodologies that have served us 
well in recent years, We will also examine approaches that can be 
taken using existing graphics hardware rendering pipelines to 
accelerate fully anti aliased text targeted for a different use cases, 
such as web browser body text and user interfaces. 
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2  Motivation 
 
We provide an in depth look into the factors that drive research 
and development into font rendering and GPU accelerated font 
rendering. We examine problem domains such as increasing 
display sizes, increasing pixel densities, pinch zooming etc. We 
also discuss whether these are constraints or whether they provide 
us with unbounded creative freedom. 
 
In the increasingly mobile world, the issue of power consumption 
is now of greater importance than ever, taking it’s place alongside 
system optimization. Modern architectures enable us to delegate 
work to processing units better suited to the tasks. Font rendering 
like any other process has a performance per watt budget, even 
some of the current texture atlas based methods are becoming 
cumbersome. Recent advances in path rendering algorithms are 
beginning to provide an attractive alternative. 
 
3  Methods 
 
We look at how well past and present methods scale up along side 
advances in display technology and user expectation. We look at 
methods such as using signed distance fields as a method of 
efficiently storing font data which can then naturally be used for 
anti-aliasing. 
 
We focus extensively on GPU-accelerated path rendering in the 
context of font rendering and look at how new path rendering 
methods can offer advantages over both performance and 
efficiency in a mobile environment. We examine the different 
approaches to path rendering such as the [Loop-Blinn 2005] 
method and specializations that can be applied to implementations 
different hardware architectures, and how  have been successfully 
applied to the GPU on desktop by the NV_path_rendering 
extension [Kilgard-Bolz 2012] 
 
 
4  Conclusion 
 
We will conclude with a look to the future of font rendering and 
the changes to graphics hardware that we are likely to see in the 
coming decade. 
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